Public Participation in the Enforcement of the Antitrust Laws

Richard M. Buxbaum*

The United States enjoys the reputation of possessing a long and vigorous tradition of antitrust enforcement. However, the length of the tradition is in fact a matter of some doubt. Its vigor has emerged only in recent years, as the courts have supported attacks upon traditional patterns of distribution and upon existing structures of American industrial organization. With this activity has come an attendant increase in criticism: criticism of the enforcement pattern itself, and criticism of the role of antitrust laws in modern economic organization. At the same time, economic affairs have become a central concern of government—a concern not new in principle, but new in its intensity and in the range of means available to implement that concern.

The present study attempts to explore specific enforcement mechanisms as they affect the implementation of current antitrust policies. Preoccupation with substantive antitrust law doctrine on the part of experts in this field now threatens neglect of what has become the more important problem of antitrust enforcement doctrine. The preoccupation is understandable, given the newness and completeness of the substantive doctrinal revolution we have witnessed, even though the theory and empirical economic studies justifying it are not all so recent. This Article briefly reviews the doctrinal development and its theoretical and political support in an effort to explain why we have arrived where we are. The major part of the discussion, however, focuses on the enforcement pattern that this development has engendered, the dan-
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gers and inadequacies of that pattern, and possible improvements in antitrust enforcement policy.

I

SOCIAL VALUES AND ANTITRUST POLICY

No exploration of the forces of substantive law and enforcement can have form or focus without at least some tentative value judgments guiding the evaluation of success or failure in the enforcement of any given antitrust policy. In general, and with the reservation noted below, I subscribe to the school of opinion expressed in the following quotation from Kaysen and Turner:

The most important aspect of the competitive process is that it is self-controlling with regard to private economic power. For all the important qualifications and limitations of the doctrine of the invisible hand which modern economic analysis has produced, that doctrine remains the basic political justification for an enterprise economy in which major economic decisions are compelled and coordinated through the market. It is the fact that the competitive process compels the results of its processes which is the ultimate defense against the demand that economic decisions be made or supervised by politically responsible authorities. Without such market compulsion, that demand appears irresistible in a society committed to representative government.4

My reservation to this statement concerns the conflict between certain goals of today's society and certain assumptions and expectations postulated by the classical theory of competition that informs the quoted passage.5 Put crudely, the classical process achieves its utilitarian aims—maximum utilization of scarce resources to produce the most products at the least cost—by means of an ongoing cyclical pattern around the never-achievable ideal of optimal resource allocation. This pattern may bring with it unemployment and bankruptcies on firm and even industrywide scales as it moves over time about the hypothetical optimal position. Today, however, unemployment and large-scale bankruptcies are evils; they are stated to be such by legislative commands expressing certain values, legitimate by definition, of democratic society. The clearest example is the "magic quadrangle": the stated desire for full employment in a stable and noninflationary system, with a constant expansion of the real standard of living. The classical theory expects these goals to be achieved, but allows shortrun defeats on the way to their realization. It is just these shortrun de-


5. The following vulgarization borrows from Buxbaum, Antitrust Policy, in LAW AND INSTITUTIONS IN THE ATLANTIC AREA 517 (E. Stein & P. Hay eds. 1967).
feats, however, that are no longer acceptable as a matter of govern-
mental policy, and more to the point, that are fought by today's ad-
ministrative bureaucracies, in great part because of the pressures of
popular-party and interest-group government.

These shortrun defeats are fought by an ever-expanding arsenal
of devices, including the informal, "back stairs" manipulative and per-
suasive methods made notorious by their use in the steel-price fights of
some years ago. More relevant to our discussion, these so-called evils
can be fought, though at unknown cost, by relaxing the vigorous ap-
application of antitrust law. Since the combat against these evils is by de-
inition legitimate, hesitancy to go the whole distance on antitrust law en-
forcement may indeed be proper. The problem is one of striking the
proper balance: a decision not to enforce antitrust principles is never
free of cost; the same is true of any decision deprecating the pri-
macy of the above-mentioned "overriding" values.

This clash of values creates a secondary, but no less difficult prob-
lem. While the enforcement of the antitrust laws is seen in the con-
text of discrete legal decisions, the issues in controversy involve disagree-
ment over vaguely stated matters of policy. The single enforcement de-
cisions should not be arbitrary or inordinately unpredictable; the pros-
cutorial discretion concerning the filing of a complaint—whether civil
or criminal—cannot go so far as to mock the substantive rules that are
supposed to be enforced. On the other hand, the substantive stan-
dards must be broad enough both adequately to cover the entire range of
undesirable practices and structural situations, and adequately to sub-
sume the legitimate shortrun considerations already described. As a re-
sult a dilemma is apparent in the enforcement picture. The breadth of
the substantive law required for adequate control of potential structural
and behavioral aberrations creates the danger of either a politically im-
possible and irresponsibly rigorous level of enforcement, or a danger-
ous amount of freedom in a field far removed from those traditionally
subject to accepted standards of prosecutorial discretion. Such wide
discretion, even if politically responsible and apolitically fair, is still un-
predictable and arbitrary from the point of view of industry. In addi-
tion, given the prevalent erosion of the presumption that politically de-
derived power is exercised more responsibly than economically derived
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power, such discretion raises serious questions of public accountability.9

The current state of substantive antitrust law in this country shows that the judiciary has chosen the second horn of the dilemma and accepted the risk of arbitrary enforcement practices. In the fields that count—restrictive distribution practices10 and mergers11—the Supreme Court has opted for carte blanche to the enforcement agencies. As a result we face the problem that legitimate policies antithetical to economic-efficiency values must be assimilated as inputs to the agencies' enforcement decisions rather than faced as countervailing doctrinal challenges in the judicial development of substantive antitrust rules.12 Thus, paradoxically, success in establishing the broadest possible substantive antitrust doctrine has sown the seeds for failure in its application.13 This paradox can only be resolved if we accept more significant private and judicial participation in these administrative processes, whether the agency is such in legal parlance, as in the case of the Federal Trade Commission, or seems at first glance to be a prosecuting office only, as in the case of the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice.14 This may entail rethinking the justification of traditional administrative-law standards (which in fact developed exigently to safeguard the execution of New Deal legislative policies15), but is necessary if we are to preserve the automatic and impersonal nature of market forces, cherished by Kaysen and Turner,16 in a situation in which the executive has the right as well as the power to overrule those forces.

This Article discusses primarily one aspect of this situation: the possibility of interested third-party public involvement in the governmental decisional process which initiates or terminates antitrust enforcement proceedings. Other aspects of the overall antitrust enforcement picture are only incidentally brought into the discussion. Thus, the discussion considers intervention but is not intended as a legal analysis of the state of Rule 24.17 Similarly, consent decree settlements are discussed, but the Article does not present an analysis of problems concerning consent decrees as such; rather, it presents solely views about the interplay of public and private forces in reaching decisions to enforce the antitrust laws.

12. See Dam, supra note 1, at 2; Kauper, supra note 1, at 335; cf. Posner, A Program for the Antitrust Division, 38 U. Chi. L. Rev. 500 (1971).
13. See Buxbaum, supra note 2, at 352.
16. See note 6 supra and accompanying text.
ENFORCEMENT OF THE ANTITRUST LAW

II

PARTICIPATION IN THE AGENCY PROCESS

Third-party participation in adjudicatory proceedings before courts or agencies is normally taken as a single, irreducible thing, and accepted or rejected by reference to the magic concept of "standing." In the regulated sectors of the economy we have tended to examine the organic acts governing each sector, presumed that they define the decision-participation routine in the governmental processes relating to that sector, and concluded that in this or that industry competitors, customers, suppliers, or other more vaguely ascertainable affected groups do or do not enjoy this unitary right of participation.\(^{18}\) Where the right is denied, the suppliants have been deemed caught in the internal-affairs trap of *Perkins v. Lukens Steel Co.*,\(^{19}\) or told that competition as such is not protectable and therefore yields no standing.\(^{20}\)

However, at both the agency and judicial levels of activity, it has become increasingly apparent that this is, if not a fight on false fronts,\(^{21}\) at least a fight not so easily disposed of. Quite apart from the taxpayer doctrine,\(^{22}\) a growing list of expansions of the judicial standing concept testifies to increasing dissatisfaction with the traditional notions.\(^{23}\) At the agency level, too, a revival of participation rights is evident; it is beginning to generalize from the fragmented, sector-by-sector rules with which we have lived during the past several decades. The recent efforts of the Federal Trade Commission to improve public participation offer strong confirmation of this growing view that there should be a right to intervene in the appropriate elements of the agency's business. Dissenting from the Commission's timid concession of limited participation rights to interested parties when voluntarily submitted merger-clearance requests are being decided,\(^{24}\) then-Commissioner Elman stated:

> The filing of an application with the Federal Trade Commission for approval of a merger is a matter of substantial public interest. Knowledge of the filing of such an application should not be restricted to "insiders", [sic] either in the companies involved or the Commission. Why should an application for merger approval be treated differently from, say, an application to the FCC for a television station license,


\(^{19}\) 310 U.S. 113, 126 (1940).


or to the ICC for approval of a railroad merger, or to the CAB for certification of an air route? The essential point is that all of such applications are very much the public's business, and not merely the concern of the applicant and the particular government agency.  

Important to the continued strength of this trend is a flexible approach to the details of the participation process to which an interested party should be entitled of right rather than, as the Commission would have it, of grace. In my opinion, a bundle of appropriate participation privileges must be shaped to the specific substantive and procedural parameters within which each governmental authority exercises its delegated functions. That the concept of participation should be derived from and vary with the functions performed by each governmental authority is not so unique as might be supposed from the influence that the unitary concept has enjoyed in the no-standing cases. An analogy is provided by the right-to-counsel cases; where courts have considered in detail the right to counsel provided by section 6(a) of the Administrative Procedure Act, they have shaped the role of that counsel to the specific agency involved.

Section 5(b) of the Administrative Procedure Act, while by its terms only applicable when specific statutes so provide, suggests a type of participation in the adjudicatory functions of an agency which can serve as a general paradigm for granting appropriate participation privileges, geared to the exigencies of each agency's functions. Section 5(b) states that an agency

shall give all interested parties opportunity (1) for the submission and consideration of facts, arguments, offers of settlement, or proposals of adjustment when time, the nature of the proceeding, and the public interest permit . . . .

If we begin with such a concept, the reasonable application of which seems definable, we can safely and in a political sense responsibly urge upon the courts the double duty of extending some participation by
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third parties to most dispositive processes of government, while judiciously shaping the degree of that participation to the particular governmental function. Subject to due process limitations, one is tempted to say; yet the concept of due process itself, as applied to various types of agency proceedings and in situations at various removes from the plain taking of property, is the best possible confirmation of this relative, functional standard. In particular, this section 5(c) paradigm provides a sound conceptual framework for defining third-party participation in governmental decisions—whether by the Federal Trade Commission or the Justice Department—about antitrust enforcement. The notion that not only the Federal Trade Commission but the Department of Justice is an administrative agency is growing of acceptance when considered in the transactional context;30 in that same context the applicability of the principles underlying APA section 5(b) to the Department ought to be equally acceptable, given the limitation of the statute to conduct sufficiently ordered to be called a "function," and the limitation of "participation," as stated, to the compatible elements of the Department's functions.31

Assuming, then, the propriety of some public participation in antitrust enforcement, I propose to examine in detail the roles played by each of the antitrust agencies to determine precisely what participation is appropriate. The discussion is directed along four axes: the substantive antitrust transaction or doctrine involved; the way in which the agency's consideration of an enforcement matter was initiated; the decision of the agency to proceed against the transaction, and especially the relationship of that decision to subsequent judicial consideration of it; and the reason for the third party's participation. In this discussion I do not distinguish between the functions of the Antitrust Division of the Department of Justice and those of the Federal Trade Commission, because I believe that in most cases they should be treated the same. Since the role of the Department is most difficult to fit into an "agency" context, most of the discussion is centered upon it. Only where the FTC's processes specifically differ are they considered separately; otherwise they are deemed subsumed within the discussion of the Department's processes.

A. Proceedings Before the Agencies

At the outset it is necessary to draw some distinctions, because different participation rights are appropriate in different situations. First,

30. See generally Buxbaum, supra note 2, at 361; Dam, supra note 1, at 2; Posner, supra note 12; Sullivan, supra note 2.
we shall distinguish two types of prospective intervenors in the agency process leading to a decision whether or not to enforce the antitrust laws against a specific transaction or situation. The first seeks to obtain a specific remedial result, such as the maintenance of a continuing and competitive supply of natural gas; the second seeks to prevent the entry of a consent decree, or at least to assure that any consent decree contains an "asphalt clause," a provision that the defendant waives the protection otherwise automatically granted by a consent decree against the use of the consent judgment as prima facie evidence of an antitrust violation in later private actions. Second, we distinguish between enforcement proceedings initiated as a result of the receipt of a specific complaint from a private party and those initiated as a result of the receipt of general information, such as press reports or the report of a congressional investigation.

1. Specific Complaints

A decision by the Department of Justice not to proceed after the receipt of a specific private complaint ought to be open to scrutiny in two senses. First, before a decision not to proceed is made, the originally complaining party ought to be given a forum for an ex parte presentation of its argument or, at the least, an opportunity to submit additional documentation in support of its original complaint, because the complaint itself, by definition, was inadequate to motivate departmental action. Second, decisions not to proceed ought to be publicized and accompanied by a statement of the Department's reasons for not acting. The customary explanation that action would not be in the pub-
lic interest is meaningful only in an economic or legal context; either the complaint airs a private quarrel and the challenged practice is not prevalent in an economically significant trade or number of situations, or the practice does not violate the laws as the Department understands them. A decision refusing to proceed should specify which of these objections is applicable and why. Little increase in work load would be involved, for such specification states only the minimum of information that the decisionmaker had to have in order legitimately to arrive at a decision in the first place.

These suggestions imply that a refusal to prosecute might be judicially reviewed as an abuse of discretion. There are few cases actually mandating a prosecutor to prosecute a criminal case; however, the general model of prosecutorial discretion is not really appropriate. While neither the criminal prosecutor nor the antitrust-agency civil prosecutor should be burdened with bagatelles, a lower threshold level for review is appropriate in the antitrust realm. Two distinctions are apparent and appealing. First, only in the antitrust field might one expect frequent significant disputes about the applicable law, and there is no apparent reason why in a case of clear error a private complainant should not be able to force the Department’s hand. A good example is the long delay of the Department of Justice in moving against consignment practices in the oil-distribution field, with the result that a plaintiff in a private suit eventually had to move the Supreme Court to

36. I recognize that this is one of the statutory standards that must be met before FTC action is proper. Federal Trade Commission Act § 5(b), 15 U.S.C. § 45(b) (1964). Nevertheless—and even assuming the applicability of this criterion to the Department of Justice—this is a conclusion that should be stated only with accompanying argument; it is not an explanation in itself.


38. But see Elman, supra note 9, at 786; Rotunda, The Public Interest Appellant: Limitations on the Right of Competent Parties to Settle Litigation out of Court, 66 NW. U.L. Rev. 199, 202 (1971). Both authors, although equally critical of present practices, assert the traditional view of nonreviewability of “prosecutorial discretion.” To the extent, however, that they rely upon FTC v. Universal Rundle Corp., 387 U.S. 244 (1967), for specific support of this position, I am not persuaded. It seems that a decision concerned with the impact upon a respondent of selective enforcement that leaves its competitors free for a time of the constraint it has suffered may properly set both higher and slightly different standards of abuse as conditions of reviewability than those properly applicable to abuses involving inaction.


40. This would be a particularly important corrective were the Department avowedly to pursue selective prosecution on doctrinal grounds. See Posner, supra note 12.
extend old doctrines to this new field. A second distinction lies in the differing concept of administrative flexibility involved in ordinary criminal prosecution and in antitrust actions. Criminal prosecution is exceedingly decentralized and decisions to bring or abstain from an action are highly factual and evidentiary in nature; as a result, a highly variegated pattern of prosecution develops, whose geographical component parts are able to influence each other reciprocally over time. Antitrust actions, on the other hand, are highly centralized, relatively few in number, and relatively large in individual impact; as a result, enforcement patterns can be sharply and significantly distorted without an opportunity for ongoing reactive or corrective action by other-minded actors. Therefore, even though prosecutorial enforcement decisions fall toward the "nonreviewable" end of the spectrum, the particular nature of the discretion exercised by the antitrust agencies indicates that here courts should retain the ability to review abuses that are factually gross or doctrinally erroneous. While recent cases such as Medical Commission for Human Rights v. SEC and Environmental Defense Fund, Inc. v. Hardin, involving complaints against the inaction of agencies, may not be entirely apropos, their refreshing willingness to


43. The very obligation to resort publicly to resource-allocation arguments as justification for particular inaction should have a salutary chilling effect upon abuse of this argument—and sparsely used may not be an inappropriate input to the budgetary process.


46. Indeed, the Medical Committee case pays lip service to prosecutorial discretion. As one commentator put it:

Recognizing that it could not compel the Commission to exercise its discretionary power in any particular way, . . . [the court] left the Commission free . . . to refuse to take any action if manpower or other considerations of resource allocation prompted such a decision.

Note, 57 VA. L. REV. 331, 342 (1968); see Note, 49 TEXAS L. REV. 322, 327 (1971).
ignore the prosecutorial-discretion shibboleth and to join issue instead on such items as standing, reviewability of discretionary actions, and ripeness can well be applied in cases testing the reviewability of Department of Justice inactivity in the antitrust enforcement field.

This type of judicial review of the rejection of specific complaints involves no risk of runaway litigation, because the level of proof required successfully to appeal from the Department's refusal to proceed would be at least as high as that required to succeed in a direct private action under section 4 of the Clayton Act.\(^4\) It is of course true that the mere allegation of an actionable abuse of discretion can always create a significant problem of delay and a diversion of the agency's energy;\(^4\) that, however, has always been an overkill argument, and it can be met here, as in other problem areas of agency discretion, by insisting upon high threshold levels of allegation and disposing of dubious cases through appropriate summary techniques, and by evaluating the transactional and institutional context of the specific activity against which the complaint is directed.\(^4\) Through these means it should be feasible in time to assure that neither the complainant interested in a specific corrective act nor the one simply seeking the benefits of prior governmental action for his own later private suit gains by frivolous use of this appeal channel.

2. Non-specific Complaints

In the second type of agency action that proceeds without the spur of private complaint, the different factual setting requires a different concept of the role of private intervention. Further, in this situation a differentiation based upon the nature of the practice or condition involved is important. The two most important such events will undoubtedly continue to be mergers and distribution practices. Though in both cases a specific complaint is lacking as a reference point for private reaction to the governmental decision not to proceed, the appropriate substitute reference point needed to provide a participation springboard differs for mergers and for distribution practices.

\(^{47}\) See also Leighton v. SEC, 221 F.2d 91 (D.C. Cir.), cert. denied, 350 U.S. 825 (1955). But even this much requires an explanation by the agency to the court and subjects that explanation to some level of approval. See generally Citizens to Preserve Overton Park, Inc. v. Volpe, 401 U.S. 402 (1971); Saferstein, supra note 37, at 382, 395.

\(^{48}\) 15 U.S.C. § 16 (1964). In other words, an appellant would have to show a clear prima facie case of a violation of an antitrust norm, in addition to the appropriate level of abuse of discretion. Only the impact of the violation upon that appellant, a necessary component of an alternative private claim, would not be, at least theoretically, a component of his appeal from administrative inaction.

\(^{49}\) See Hahn v. Gottlieb, 430 F.2d 1243, 1248 (1st Cir. 1970). See generally Saferstein, supra note 37, at 387-88.
a. Mergers. Many mergers now fall within the FTC premerger scheme. This procedure requires notification to the Commission within 10 days of preliminary agreement to merge and, if applicable, no less than 60 days before consummation, of essentially any asset or stock fusion in a nonregulated sector of corporations with combined total assets of more than $250 million. The notification is a public document, although the detailed special report (requiring submission under the four-digit SIC code of branch and plant information and under the seven-digit Census product code of product sales information) is confidential and available only to other governmental agencies, specifically including the Department of Justice. The notification, of course, implies no burden on the FTC to proceed against the particular merger, but it might provide the means for a private party to query, and then, using the procedure outlined above, to challenge, the decision of either


Like the premerger notification announcements, these guidelines also use absolute monetary standards as the primary factor distinguishing presumptively good from presumptively bad mergers. This precedent plus the explicit promise to proceed against mergers in the top financial category indicate that the FTC will in the future allocate its enforcement resources to this top group of mergers. What is worrisome about this is the implication that smaller mergers generally will not be pursued sua sponte. I believe this to be a poor guideline in the horizontal merger field and, to some degree, in the vertical merger field. Not only are such standards unjustifiable under substantive antimerger law doctrine, but they overlook the danger residing in the hundreds of specialty-market situations which fall below the $250 million-in-assets test. These niches and crannies of highly industrialized capitalism do not deserve this de facto immunity. Compare the Merger Guidelines of the Department of Justice, 1 Trade Reg. Rep. ¶ 4430, at 6681-89 (1968), which employ relative market-share determinants. They are, of course, far too general and innocent of relevant market-definitional criteria to be predictively useful [see Committee Meetings, 37 Antitrust L.J. 876, 879, 892 (1969) (comments of Prof. Areeda)], but at least they avoid the defect of absolute size standards.

The examples of other countries are instructive. The British act, its Australian and Canadian progeny, and the German law all provide for premerger notification requirements and utilize percentage-of-relevant-market criteria in their guidelines. See generally III OECD, Market Power and the Law (1970). Such a formula, of course, is more vague and difficult to comply with than an absolute figure, but if the FTC can
the FTC or the Department of Justice\textsuperscript{52} not to proceed against the merger.

It might at first glance seem desirable to impose an obligation to publicize a reasoned decision to let a merger event go unchallenged upon at least the FTC and, if its internal consideration of a merger for possible action should prove to be dispositive—and discoverable—upon the Department of Justice as well.\textsuperscript{53} From the point of view of potentially interested third parties, however, this goes farther than is necessary; it would suffice to impose that duty only when a question about the agency's intentions is raised by such a party. Additionally, to go farther might introduce by a back door the frequently discussed railroad release, or premerger clearance.\textsuperscript{54} These clearances are highly touted by the business community as a path to certainty in this vague field of the law; it is, however, a path that is only really favored when the agency is thought to be moving in the right substantive direction.\textsuperscript{55}

At other times there is less use of premerger clearance procedures than might be expected from the way they are occasionally hailed.\textsuperscript{56} Conversely, the enforcement agencies fear the clearances, because there is

\footnotesize

make reference to SIC and Census codes in the premerger notification form, it could with little more work devise reasonably ascertainable structural market-occupancy standards.

\textsuperscript{52} It must be assumed that the notification procedure will not affect the normal rules of operation, which permit the first to question the merger to bring the suit. See Posner, The Federal Trade Commission, 37 U. Chi. L. Rev. 47, 51-52, 54 & n.26 (1969); Reycraft, Dealing with Enforcement Agencies Prior to Filing of Suit, 39 Antitrust L.J. 174, 175 (1970); Panel Discussion, 39 Antitrust L.J. 211-12 (1970). The mechanics of that traditional accommodation may have to be amended slightly, but that is a minor problem—and indeed, the specific reference to the Department of Justice as an agency entitled to the Special Report filings suggests that the jurisdictional issue has been resolved by the Department and the Commission. See id. at 161 (comment of Commissioner Elman). Unfortunately, I am advised, the Department does not request the reports as a matter of practice, and thus still fails to obtain the benefits of this source of information.

\textsuperscript{53} The FTC system now provides that all dispositions of voluntary premerger clearance submissions together with a statement of reasons, but without party identification, will be made public. FTC Press Release (Aug. 6, 1969) (detailing the system first announced in FTC Press Release (May 23, 1969)); see 3 Trade Reg. Rep. ¶ 9738 (1969). This voluntary submission program was intended primarily for those companies subject to FTC clearance for further acquisitions under outstanding FTC orders. See Wall St. J., May 26, 1969, at 5, col. 1 (Fac. ed.). It does not apply to the premerger notification procedures discussed in note 50 supra and accompanying text.

\textsuperscript{54} See note 53 supra.


\textsuperscript{56} See Reycraft, supra note 52, at 175-76; Committee Meetings, 37 Antitrust L.J. 886 (1968) (comment of Mr. Reycraft).
no adversary procedure for the fact-finding and contextual placement that is so essential to decisions in this field. All in all, after considering both the American and European experience with this approach, I am of the opinion that a clearance system is oversold as to its efficacy, and that frequent use of a clearance system is unacceptably risky to the long-range enforcement process.

Furthermore, it seems to me that the legitimate interests of the merging firms do not require a duty on the part of the enforcement agency to state a no-challenge result, for the new notification requirement imposes no duty upon the enterprises concerned to abstain from proceeding with a planned fusion.\textsuperscript{57} If, under the new notification system, notifying companies do labor under a cloud of potential legal reaction more specific and menacing than that previously facing the large company engaged in a merger transaction, then, it might be argued, it is reasonable to require that cloud to be dispelled as expeditiously as possible by the agency that created it. In fact, however, this requirement of agency action already exists; the notifying companies can force the agency to act by the simple step of beginning to proceed with the plan. True, they may be challenged, but that problem predates, and is independent of, the notification requirement. The preliminary injunction device, already available to both enforcement bodies as a means to challenge mergers, can be used no earlier in the chronology of the merger scenario now than it was before the notification requirement was promulgated. It may be argued that the present situation is different because the preliminary injunction weapon is strengthened to a significant degree by the special-report information. But the Department of Justice, through the combination of Civil Investigative Demands and preliminary injunctions, had already achieved the same potency,\textsuperscript{58} and the FTC has achieved a similar potency, although in a slightly more fragmented form, through its victory in \textit{FTC v. Dean Foods Co.}\textsuperscript{59}

\textsuperscript{57} The appropriate substantive doctrinal framework for this procedure is still unclear. See Archer, \textit{Techniques of Litigating Government Merger Cases}, 39 ANTRUST L.J. 184, 191-93 (1969); Panel Discussion, 39 ANTRUST L.J. 211 (1969).


\textsuperscript{59} 384 U.S. 597 (1966); \textit{see} Comment, \textit{The FTC's Power to Seek Preliminary Injunctions in Anti-Merger Cases}, 66 MICH. L. REV. 142 (1967). This system is slightly more fragmented because the \textit{Dean Foods} case must be seen in conjunction with the reporting requirements authorized by section 6(b) of the Federal Trade Commission.
In any event, reciprocity of duties, leading to the requirement that the agency clear or file, might well become all filing and no clearing. Because of the chilling effect of the preliminary injunction and the significant, if less chilling, effect of the growing tendency of courts to require completely separate operation of merged business units as a condition of denying an injunction, it seems that a lesser and lesser amount of enforcement resources, as compared with earlier times, will suffice to carry the antimerger attacks. If this be so, it might be better for all concerned if the enforcement agencies made their decisions under no more pressure for action than that created by the occasional prodding of interested third parties proposed above.

b. Restrictive distribution practices. There is no easy way to fashion the equivalent of a notification event from which the chain of inquiry and challenge might spring for restrictive distribution arrangements, nor would it be wise to do so in view of the administrative burdens of policing such a concept. The magnitude of the number of transactions that would have to be covered, and the magnitude of the number of review transactions that would thus be imposed upon the enforcement agencies, militate against adoption of such a scheme. It would be hard to devise a better way to render an agency impotent than to drown it in this kind of review duty, as the experience of the Directorate General for Competition of the European Communities tends to demonstrate.

There is far less need for this heavy an approach in the case of such behavioral transactions than in the case of structural changes like mergers. First, there are already many properly motivated


Each case of seeking a preliminary injunction, according to participating FTC officials, was a "traumatic experience" for the Commission. BNA A.T.R.R. No. 506, at B-3 (1971).


Archer, supra note 57, at 190 n.15, cites a study finding that 13 of 23 proposed banking mergers were abandoned following the Department's announced intention to object. See also Kestenbaum, Potential Competition, 38 Antitrust L.J. 652, 656-57 & n.15 (1969).

61. See Miller, Technology, Social Change, and the Constitution, 33 Geo. Wash. L. Rev. 17, 28-30 (1964) (query whether he would not now include substantive antitrust law among the fields moved, in this case voluntarily, out of the judiciary's grasp); N.Y. Times, June 29, 1969, at 1, col. 1.


complainants against these transactions, and these complainants have adequate means of redress. The doctrinal shifts in section 3 Clayton Act law, the new learning as to class actions, and the demise of the in pari delicto defense offer those parties with legitimate complaints against restrictive distribution practices sufficient motivation and capabilities to pursue them; therefore, no changes are necessary in the noncomplainant-nonaction situation.

I am persuaded to this view by another factor. In the case of mergers, the financial and political importance of the individual event, coupled with the understandable ill ease of the enforcement agencies at social tinkering with a demonstrably efficient machine in order to reach ill-defined and seldom immediately discernible theoretical goals, make antimerger law enforcement a sometime and vulnerable thing, needing as much insulation from short-term political constraints, and encouragement from those with reason to fight, as it can possibly get. An attack upon an exclusive distribution agreement is another matter entirely. Here there is highly visible, almost tangible behavior, with visible, almost tangible effects upon ascertainable parties or groups; here it is those who argue that there is good in this evil that are the theorists; and here the events are seldom important enough, nor the consequences of the government's attack serious enough, to enable significant opposition to mount against governmental enforcement efforts. In short, the government's total record in the field is fairly good, and where it has lagged behind, others have had little difficulty in picking up the attack. Under these circumstances, a change in procedures for the purpose of energizing now-unmotivated potential complainants to scrutinize the government's handiwork, given the attendant enforcement costs that would be involved, seems not only unnecessary but undesirable.

C. The Proposal Applied to Consent Decree Negotiations at the Departmental Level

Before leaving this subject of participation in the agencies' decisional process, it may be worthwhile to apply the model established in the preceding discussion to one of the more significant institutional set-

65. See note 114 infra.
68. See generally Buxbaum, supra note 2, at 358.
tings in which enforcement possibilities are resolved: the Department of Justice's use of negotiated consent decrees. At least 70 percent of all departmental civil complaints are terminated by consent decree settlement;\(^6\) in addition, according to a recent incumbent, a few complaints filed are at the moment of filing joined to proposed consent decrees, indicating that occasionally some negotiations leading toward consent settlement are held in the Department before complaint is filed.\(^7\) These figures indicate the impact that a more open process would have in the entire antitrust enforcement system. In the past, departmental spokesmen have asserted on the basis of these figures that opening the process to outside participation would reduce seriously the Department's ability to mount the most effective enforcement program with the least resources.\(^7\) One could alternatively conclude that the figures indicate the importance of a public debate and of reaching a new public consensus about appropriate participation opportunities and procedures.\(^7\)

The participation problem revolves around one point: that at which notice of pending deliberations or negotiations is given the interested public. The current system is to wait until a proposed consent decree is filed in court and published. Then suggestions and complaints are solicited, addressed to the Department of Justice.\(^7\) The decision is anticipated, statistically speaking, by the Department's public announcement of the filing of the complaint, but a third party cannot know that any specific complaint will eventually be settled by consent. Further-

\(^6\) These figures are for the decade 1950-1959. See Flynn, Consent Decrees in Antitrust Enforcement, 53 Iowa L. Rev. 983, 986 n.8 (1969). The portion of settled cases of those pursued to some remedy and not dismissed was 87 percent. See id. The figure as of the mid-sixties has been stated to be about 80 percent. See Comment, Consent Decrees and the Private Action, 53 Calif. L. Rev. 627, 628 n.8 (1965) (reporting comment of then-Assistant Attorney General Orrick). Posner's figure for 1965-1969 is higher: 90 percent. Posner, supra note 63, at 375 (Table 5). See also Note, Closing an Antitrust Loophole, 55 Va. L. Rev. 1334, 1337 (1969).


\(^7\) See Shapiro, supra note 32, at 743 & n.104.


more, there is no established procedure for channeling criticism at this point in the proceedings, let alone for participation, though the Department voluntarily accepts and considers all information received.

Once the governmental decision to commit resources to an event is made, it would be relatively easy to let that decision be known and allow subsequent participation through procedures such as those previously described. While it would be difficult to shape the government's deliberative processes to accommodate participation before the complaint decision is made, this is fortunately unnecessary except where the decision to sue is kept secret while settlement negotiations proceed and announced at the same time as is the decision to settle. Therefore, if participation in shaping particular settlements is desirable, the only change from present practices needed is to require that no settlement be formulated until a complaint is filed or a proposed complaint is announced. Any inefficiency that this causes would be relatively insignificant because of the rarity of the particular practice.

Once the use of simultaneous announcements is precluded, third-party participation can be implemented to such degrees and along such lines as suit the particular transactions. Regulatory-agency procedures provide suitable precedent, and experience with such peculiarly departmental exigencies as may exist undoubtedly can be met by further refinements.

Above all, what must be avoided is giving an illusion of participation in the decisionmaking processes when in fact agency decisions have already congealed. Frustration breeds claims of illegitimacy; inordinate effort is required merely to chip at the edges of a set course of action; and if the requisite energies are collected, all-out, all-or-nothing

74. See Zimmerman, supra note 70, at 216 (indicating the Division's reluctance to utilize the preliminary-negotiations approach).


76. See FTC Press Release (May 23, 1969), Separate Statement of Commissioner Ellman:

The public is entitled to know about such an application at the time it is filed, not later . . . . If there are comments or objections from interested third parties, we should consider them before we act, not afterwards. . . . [There] is a large difference between the status of a matter which is entirely wide open because the agency has not acted at all, and one in which the door is at least partly closed because the agency has granted "provisional" approval.

Id. at 2.

For an excellent general example, see N.Y. Times, Nov. 13, 1970, at 23, col. 1 (dispute concerning practice of delay in releasing reports under section 102 of the Environmental Policy Act of 1969, 42 U.S.C. § 4332 (Supp. 1971), which provides that "environmental impact reports" shall be available to the public as the agency review process operates, rather than after the agency decision is made).
attacks, rather than persuasion to acceptable consensus, become the rule. As a result the total, long-range correctness of decisions is diminished.

### III

**Public Participation in Judicial Review of Agency Decisions**

Public participation at the judicial level consists of two things: appeals from agency inaction, and participation in judicial proceedings originally brought by the Department of Justice. Since the outlines of the discussion are clear by now, I shall avoid detailed descriptions of the various modalities of participation, and instead illustrate my proposals by concentrating upon the settlement (whether by consent decree, dismissal, or after litigation) of actions brought in the courts by the Department. Two aspects of the intervention problem are relevant to this discussion: the showing needed to obtain leave to intervene, and the showing needed to obtain a spectrum of desired results after intervention is allowed.

In pursuing these issues, it is important to keep in mind that there are informal alternatives to Rule 24 proceedings. These alternatives are particularly important because intervention is not an all-or-nothing proposition. Participation in district court consent decree deliberations, for example, is now commonplace, whether or not this participation is formally labeled intervention.

These efforts to obtain third-party participation usually are not successful. See Handler, supra. Some of the failures, however, are substantive decisions in which the court has reviewed the protest against a proposed settlement and on the facts shown decided against it. For example, in United States v. Blue Chip Stamp Co., 272 F. Supp. 432 (C.D. Cal. 1967), aff’d mem. sub nom. Thrifty Shoppers Scrip Co. v. United States, 389 U.S. 580 (1968), the district court not only reviewed the objections, but as the reported opinion itself reveals, twice before had rejected proposed consent decrees after amici curiae had propounded reasoned objections to them in oral argument. Id. at 424. Ironically, the ground unsuccessfully advanced by the putative intervenor against the decree in the third round—fear that Blue Chip Stamp Company, rather than losing market position to newly created competition, would extend its market domination—has apparently come to pass; at least the United States recently moved to open and amend the consent decree on that ground. See Notice of Motion and Motion to Modify the Final Judgment of June 5, 1967, United States v. Blue Chip Stamp Co., Civ. No. 63-1552-F (C.D. Cal., filed Oct. 28, 1970). I am advised that the motion was denied with leave to renew.

Another example, of greater public interest, is United States v. Harper & Row Publishers, Inc., 1967 Trade Cas. ¶ 72,256 (N.D. Ill.), aff’d mem. sub nom. City of New York v. United States, 390 U.S. 715 (1968) (the *Children’s Books* case). Here, after putative intervenors’ argument, a significant change was made concerning availability of

---

78. See generally Shapiro, supra note 32.
the law as to formal Rule 24 intervention, the district courts informally will hear complaints and read letters protesting proposed settlements, so that the real question is what depth of presentation will be allowed. To some extent it is only a tactical question whether, with Professor Shapiro, one argues in favor of formal intervention but concedes the courts' discretion to shape the degree of actual participation to the relevant particular circumstances,\textsuperscript{80} or one is concerned solely with the degree of participation, regardless of the label applied to the third-party participant. All in all, because the formal intervention concept subsumes a minimal guarantee of adequate, though varying, participation rights,\textsuperscript{81} the liberal granting of formal intervention requests is preferable. However, this is not the only possible way to bring about improvement, for the courts are even now somewhat amenable to informal argument, and they may well become even more amenable to such non-Rule 24 third-party participation in the future.

\textbf{A. The Scope of Intervention}

Despite some disturbing affirmances by the Supreme Court of denials of intervention,\textsuperscript{82} one might begin and end the inquiry into the

\textsuperscript{80} Shapiro, \textit{supra} note 32, at 757-64.

\textsuperscript{81} One important participation right is that of appeal from a defeat below, a step not available to a party enjoying, for example, only amicus curiae status. In this connection, note also the availability to the disappointed putative intervenor of a direct appeal to the Supreme Court under section 2 of the Expediting Act, 15 U.S.C. § 29 (1964). See Missouri-Kansas Pipe Line Co. v. United States, 108 F.2d 614 (3d Cir. 1939), \textit{cert. denied}, 309 U.S. 687 (1940); cf. United States v. California Cooperative Canneries, 279 U.S. 553 (1929).

\textsuperscript{82} See cases cited in Handler, \textit{supra} note 79, at 18 n.92. See also United States v. Atlantic Richfield Co., 5 \textit{TRADE REG. REP.} ¶ 73,460 (S.D.N.Y. 1970), \textit{aff'd mem. sub nom.} Bartlett v. United States, 401 U.S. 986 (1971) (a minor case).

The Supreme Court's use of the straightforward affirmance in these direct appeals rather than dismissal for want of a substantial federal question does not indicate that
scope of Rule 24 intervention with the El Paso cases, Cascade Natural Gas Corp. v. El Paso Natural Gas Co. and Utah Public Service Commission v. El Paso Natural Gas Co. The basic and perhaps unique point of the Cascade holding is that an allegation of disobedience of a higher court's mandate may be grounds for obtaining formal Rule 24 standing to intervene. Even though the interests of the intervening complainants in the El Paso cases were no more important or legitimate than those of the customers, suppliers, and competitors whose intervention efforts in other cases routinely have been denied, the El Paso complainants were allowed to intervene because they alleged this particular issue. Theoretically, this allegation bears more upon the substantive result a successful intervenor might procure than upon his right to show the error in the first place. Nevertheless, here as elsewhere there is a reciprocal relation between the threshold issue of standing and the issues involved in the substantive complaint in intervention. Thus, if the prospective intervenor alleges that he intends to rely upon the agency's deviation from a prior mandate, he is apparently given formal Rule 24 standing to prove his allegation.

The mandate need not be that of the Supreme Court, nor need the issue of disobedience be so starkly put as in El Paso. For example, in United States v. First National Bank & Trust Co. (Lexington Bank), a case applying the Cascade holding in the consent decree context, the district court had decided the substantive monopolization issue against the government, relying erroneously, as it shortly thereafter turned out, on the supposed effects of the 1966 Bank Merger Act. Despite the pendency before the Supreme Court of other bank merger cases which might, and later did, result in opposite rulings, and despite its own prior formal indications to the contrary, the government announced prospective abandonment of its direct appeal and requested entry of a

the general issue of the propriety of allowing intervention, as opposed to the essentially judgmental issue of allowing intervention in a particular case, has been reviewed in any meaningful sense by the Court. See R. Stern & E. Gressman, Supreme Court Practice 197 (4th ed. 1969). In one case the Court dismissed the appeal rather than affirm the judgment, but without invoking the "substantial question" formula. Lupton Mfg. Co. v. United States, 388 U.S. 457, dismissing mem. United States v. Aluminum Co. of America, 41 F.R.D. 342 (E.D. Mo. 1967).

386 U.S. 129 (1967).
39. These cases have been analyzed in detail by several writers. See Flynn, supra note 69, at 1005-10; Rotunda, supra note 38, at 202-14; Shapiro, supra note 32, at 740-48.
See note 89 infra and accompanying text.
United States v. First City Nat'l Bank, 386 U.S. 361 (1967). The current
final judgment settling the dispute in favor of defendants.\textsuperscript{90} In permitting intervention in this situation the \textit{Lexington} court significantly extended the \textit{Cascade} doctrine. Because the intervenor alleged executive inconsistency which on its face could not be explained by reasoned distinctions between cases or even pro forma policy assertions, it was given a chance to prove the existence of an illegitimate motive.

In fact some of the language of the opinion of the district court suggests even broader intervention rights. The court declared:

If the [Supreme] Court by its decision in \textit{Cascade} grants intervention of right to any volunteer claiming to speak for the public interest when he can convince a court that the Government might have used bad judgment in conducting or settling a lawsuit, these intervenors are well within the class entitled to intervene.\textsuperscript{91}

This statement raises the possibility of intervention in all cases, whether or not the underlying action had been pending before the same or a higher court, so long as it is alleged that the government agency used "bad judgment." Presumably, the bad-judgment allegation need not be based upon a conflict with judicial pronouncements in the same or related litigation, as was the case in \textit{Lexington Bank}, but may be demonstrated circumstantially.

The best-known illustration of a case that could have fallen under this broad version of the rule is \textit{United States v. Western Electric Co.},\textsuperscript{92} involving a challenge to certain patent-pooling practices. The case was ended by a consent decree that not only left prior activity unpunished, but more significantly, permitted retention of the fruits of the alleged illegal conduct and failed to correct an ongoing monopoly situation.\textsuperscript{93} There were no prior related judicial pronouncements, and the only proof of the charges alleged against the consent decree was circumstantial: the large disparity between minimal reasonable sanctions and those acceded to by the government. Cases such as this should be within the intervention framework. In order to accomplish this, I would read \textit{Cascade} to hold that if an allegation of some yet-to-be-analyzed abuse of discretion is made, a complainant who is otherwise entitled to intervene because of his interest in the matter,\textsuperscript{94} ought to be permitted

\textsuperscript{90} 280 F. Supp. at 263.
\textsuperscript{91} Id.
\textsuperscript{92} 1956 Trade Cas. ¶ 68,246 (D.N.J. 1956).
to intervene whether the impropriety alleged is a deviation from a situationally related judicial pronouncement or deviation from acceptable law enforcement results. This is no more than the adequacy-of-representation ground of the rule, and the government, above all litigants, should be amenable to an intervention challenge based on these grounds.

It is still unclear what level of wrongful agency action in the settlement process must be alleged to justify intervention and proved to justify rejection of a proposed consent decree. *Lexington Bank* suggests that a generous level of conclusory pleading—merely alleging "bad judgment"—is acceptable. A recent case involving the Federal Trade Commission, *Robertson v. FTC*, suggests a standard more in keeping with the general concepts of reviewability of discretionary agency action. In that case a dissident warehouseman objected to bylaws adopted by a tobacco marketing board pursuant to an open-ended cease-and-desist order and sought review of the bylaws by the FTC and then by the court. The court held that adoption of the bylaws was part of the general compliance stage of agency action, so that the hearing procedures required in the adjudicatory stage were not applicable. However, the court suggested that under section 10(e) of the Administrative Procedure Act injunctive or declaratory relief would be available if "arbitrary and capricious" action by the FTC—the statutory standard—were alleged. Since the Department of Justice's activity is best understood if it is considered analogous to the action of an administrative agency, the familiar "arbitrary and capricious" wording should, as a pleading, survive a motion to deny the right of intervention, particularly if the less rigorous "bad judgment" standard of *Lexington Bank* is correct.

It is more difficult to determine what facts need to be proven in order to force an agency to give a fuller justification of its settlement efforts, or if the agency fails to do so, to justify rejection of a proposed consent decree. No precise answer can be given, but some characterization and classification suggestions, buttressed by illustrations from cases, may be of use to decisionmakers confronted with this problem.

At the outset we should recognize that because of the impact that

95. *Fed. R. Civ. P. 24(b).*
96. *But see Handler, supra* note 79, at 9, 21-23, 35-36.
97. 280 F. Supp at 263.
98. 415 F.2d 49 (4th Cir. 1969).
99. 415 F.2d at 51-54.
    ... The reviewing court shall ... (2) hold unlawful and set aside agency action, findings, and conclusions found to be (A) arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordance with law ...
101. 415 F.2d at 55.
intervention in consent decree hearings has on the Justice Department's power to allocate enforcement resources, this must be distinguished from the typical intervention case. In the normal case the litigation continues regardless of the outcome of the intervention attempt. Intervention may reshape the direction of the litigation or the emphasis of particular items, but these are marginal problems. If a consent decree settlement is challenged, however, an overriding consideration is the danger that no settlement will be reached if intervention is allowed and the government forced to litigate. Because of the drain on enforcement resources this causes and because of the initially legitimate presumption that a responsible public agency best knows how to allocate limited resources to protect the public interest, a court must use care in urging or requiring changes in the substance of a proposed decree.\footnote{102}

1. \textit{Asphalt-Clause Intervenors}

Where a private party has no quarrel with a settlement except that it deprives him of the benefits of Clayton Act section 5(a)\footnote{103} because it does not include an asphalt clause,\footnote{104} he would bear such a heavy burden of persuasion that rejection of his request to intervene would for practical purposes be inevitable. In only one case might there be an exception to this general rule. If the intervenor represents that class which has suffered from the competitive restraint being challenged and the class is essentially governmental in nature,\footnote{105} then for several reasons the resource-allocation problem takes on entirely different aspects. First, in this situation the public interest can be equated with that of the intervenor; therefore, the Department of Justice cannot claim that a more general public is being shortchanged if the consent decree founders due to insistence upon an asphalt clause.\footnote{106} Second,\footnote{102} To this extent, and subject to recognition of the fact that the question of degree, not kind, is the difficult one, I can subscribe to the concerns so stridently voiced in Handler, supra note 79, at 17-23.\footnote{103} 15 U.S.C. § 16(a) (1964).\footnote{104} See note 34 supra and accompanying text.\footnote{105} See, e.g., United States v. Harper & Row Publishers, Inc., 1967 Trade Cas. ¶ 72,256 (N.D. Ill. 1967), aff'd mem. sub nom. City of New York v. United States, 390 U.S. 715 (1968). I assume that the class action device brings the entire public-body group into the intervention complaint.\footnote{106} Even if defendants would find asphalt clauses for the benefit of public victims equally objectionable whether the beneficiaries exhausted the list of affected parties or were only a part thereof, the government's resource-allocation objection is least tenable in the former case. Of course the anticompetitive effects of a violation may emanate beyond the first
any departmental argument that by losing the benefits of the proposed decree the intervenor is hurting himself or his class is entitled to little weight. Those who seek to intervene obviously disagree with that assessment; their governmental status should assign to their dissenting opinion the same weight as that given the Department of Justice’s opinion. Third, the tax dollars that will pay for the intervenor’s later private action are no less sacrosanct than the tax dollars supporting the work force of the Antitrust Division; therefore, any argument by the Department of Justice that intervention requests should be denied in order to save enforcement resources must be rejected. I realize that the laboring oar in these governmental actions is often taken by private attorneys on a contingent fee basis—indeed, the entire local government treble-damage effort is hardly feasible without this contingent fee-engendered self-interest—but the eventual recoupment is nevertheless a tax substitute for public expenditure. Furthermore, the Department’s resource-allocation difficulties can be mitigated through the expedient of allowing the local agencies’ attorneys to enter the original departmental lawsuit, which then can proceed as an action for both injunctive and monetary relief. The Department of Justice staff would supervise the agencies’ attorneys, but the latter, acting as special counsel for the government, would bring the original case to judgment. Then, either at once or after appellate finality, the agencies’ counsel could proceed with the treble-damage aspect of the case, using the prima facie benefit of Clayton Act section 5(a).

2. Intervenors Seeking Affirmative Relief

The more significant objections to the settlement of pending de-

107. See, e.g., CAL. BUS. & PROF. CODE § 16750 (West 1964) (allowing the Attorney General to enter into agreements with persons to prosecute antitrust actions brought on behalf of the state or an agency thereof; presumably it includes the power to conclude contingent fee arrangements). See generally Blecher, An Effective Deterrent to “Hard Core” Violations of the Antitrust Law, 14 U.C.L.A.L. Rev. 1060 (1967).

108. Technically the two cases could be tied together through either a joinder of parties pursuant to Rule 20(a) or through intervention. While I have found no case in which the parties joined as plaintiff were governmental and private, there is no reason to bar such voluntary joiners. And, as the Children’s Books litigation [United States v. Harper & Row Publishers, Inc., 1968 Trade Cas. ¶ 72,415 (N.D. Ill. 1967), aff’d mem. sub. nom. City of New York v. United States, 390 U.S. 715 (1968)] shows, state and local public bodies have joined in intervention efforts which, if successful, would have resulted in a joinder of public and private bodies. Regardless of whether joinder or intervention is employed, the district court’s approval is required, but this approval should be given if the United States, the plaintiff, concurs in the application.
partmental litigation come from those third parties who seek the inclusion of some form of affirmative relief in the settlement decree. The most useful classification for such objections is one based upon the distinction between a decree imposing a sanction upon past behavior and one compelling a change of structure or behavior in the future. It is tempting to think instead in terms of a structure-behavior dichotomy, but as demonstrated below,\textsuperscript{109} that dichotomy offers only a loose and not always useful correlation to the more meaningful distinction suggested.

The types of intervention rights appropriate to the different types of third parties I distinguish can be sketched by considering a hypothetical case of each. In the first case, a government action is brought to end an illegal pricing conspiracy. The government proposes a consent decree forbidding the continuation of the conspiracy and fining the conspirators; in the opinion of the Department of Justice, this will adequately assure future good behavior. In the second case, after filing an antimerger complaint, the government seeks a consent decree forbidding only future mergers but continuing undisturbed a situation alleged in the complaint of that very suit to be illegal. The proposed government action in the first case achieves the major goal, ending the illegal situation. Therefore, competitors, customers, and others affected by the prior illegal behavior should not be able to challenge the action merely because it supplies no public redress for past illegal acts. In the second case, however, third parties otherwise enjoying good standing ought sometimes to be able to intervene and complain that the Department has failed to protect them from the continuing harm. The dubious argument asserted by the Department of Justice in these cases to support its settlement decrees—that resource allocation and enforcement priorities override acceptance of a continuing, illegal, harmful structure—should not foreclose further judicial inquiry.\textsuperscript{110} The government may still argue a type of confession and avoidance to this charge of surrender. Therefore, a proper judicial decision whether to accept the decree or not should also consider such matters as the certainty of the legal issue al-

\textsuperscript{109} See text accompanying notes 115, 116 \textit{infra}.

leged to govern;\textsuperscript{111} the closeness of private complainants and their harm to the effects of the continuing, illegal situation;\textsuperscript{112} the availability of direct private action, as under section 7 of the Clayton Act;\textsuperscript{113} and the potential use of class actions as alternatives to these intervention efforts.\textsuperscript{114} Generally, however, courts ought to be reasonably accessible to a third party complaining about a proposed settlement because he is the victim of uncorrected, ongoing illegality.

As these examples suggest, the basic classification corresponds to some degree to a simple structure-behavior dichotomy. There is, however, a major third category of problems which does not fit within this traditional distinction. Often the future effects of past behavior remain to do harm though the behavior is ended.\textsuperscript{115} For example, complaining third parties might show that continuing harm will result because a defendant, though ordered to stop receiving exclusive grantback rights from licensees, will continue to hold an illegitimately derived dominance in the market—a dominance that, through continued attraction of future ideas, will be maintained, if not strengthened.\textsuperscript{116} Here, too, it is reasonable to adopt a relatively open position toward allowing intervention if an appropriate level of arbitrariness in the decision to settle is alleged.

This may be slightly inconsistent with the proposal regarding

\textsuperscript{111} See, e.g., United States v. Pan Am. World Airways, Inc., 193 F. Supp. 18 (S.D.N.Y. 1961), rev'd, 371 U.S. 296 (1963), where the government, forced to litigate by the district court's rejection of a proposed consent decree, lost in the Supreme Court on primary jurisdiction grounds. However, one cannot tell whether this legal issue was the reason for the settlement effort.


\textsuperscript{113} 15 U.S.C. § 26 (1964). Allowing more intervention in merger settlements would be consonant with the emerging position of the federal courts toward private antimerger actions. For example, if a private litigant requests that a court order divestiture to prevent some feared prospective injury, the courts would hesitate to give him this private-attorney-general status in a case like this because it involves major structural shifts. This type of litigant is therefore preferred in the scheme proposed in the text. On the other hand, the treble-damage claimant asserting harm from past mergers is less favored by that scheme, but he is more favored by the courts when litigating in his own right. Compare Gottesman v. General Motors Corp., 414 F.2d 956 (2d Cir. 1969) with Highland Supply Corp. v. Reynolds Metals Corp., 327 F.2d 725 (8th Cir. 1964). See generally Day, Private Actions Under Section 7 of the Clayton Act, 29 ABA Sec. of Antitrust Law Proceedings 155 (1965).


asphalt-clause intervenors in that, logically, a party's inability to bring an "easy" treble-damage action for past harm differs only in degree from disabilities arising from failure to correct an ongoing economic unfairness, for a failure to make a damaged participant whole impairs his effective participation in economic life, even in the future. Nevertheless, the difference of treatment suggested above is appropriate. It is expedient to avoid automatic complaints against departmental action, and because the ordinary treble-damage complainant is already well armed for his efforts to bring such a private action, he need not be given the additional aid of the asphalt clause merely to improve further his chances to achieve that end. Today's liberal use of the class action device, judicial approval of—and even participation in—client solicitation in these cases, the availability of government files to the private plaintiff, and the constant erosion of procedural obstacles to private actions all reduce the seriousness of complaints against departmental willingness to settle without preserving the benefits of section 5(a) for private treble-damage actions. These factors justify ignoring this minor logical inconsistency in the past-future categorization.

B. Appropriate Intervention Procedures

At present the procedures utilized by courts to determine the rights

117. See text accompanying notes 103-08 supra.


The only difficult problem is the discovery of CID-derived information when the government either decides not to proceed at all or settles with a consent decree. Even here, however, the retained copies in the government's files should be available. See Decker, The Civil Investigative Demand, 20 ABA Sec. Antitrust L. Proceedings 370, 381-82 & n.58 (1962). But see 28 C.F.R. § 16.12 (Supp. 1971) (prior approval of the Attorney General required even in the case of court-ordered disclosures). In any event, the private plaintiff can seek discovery from the defendant of the items that the defendant submitted earlier to the Department in response to a CID.

120. I leave out of consideration the fact-finding possibilities inherent in the De-
of parties seeking to intervene in consent decree settlement hearings are inadequate. The formal intervention motion is often debated in a framework seemingly derived from motions for summary judgment, with affidavits and briefs substituting for substantive debate about the disparity between the minimum acceptable relief and that sought in the proposed settlement decree. Initially the negotiated plea is presented to the court with only so much explanation and argument as the conscience of that court may require the parties to supply. The government's objection to a proposed intervention is usually limited to pious conclusions reiterating the resource-allocation dilemma and the presumption of legitimacy attaching to decisions of duly appointed representatives of the public. These are hardly the rejoinders from which the necessary information can be derived to determine the inadequacies of the proposed consent decree or the legitimacy of the would-be intervenor's standing to object. The court should require that the government's rebuttal discuss the issue of alleged inadequate relief in appropriate detail, explaining and justifying its failure to ask for the kind of relief that the challenger suggests would be appropriate.

The following example illustrates the shortcomings in the present procedures. In a recent case, commenting on an “offer of proof” affidavit submitted by a putative intervenor under a two-day deadline imposed by the court, the judge concluded:

[I]n this case the record was so sparse at argument on the motion as to require further illumination. It appeared to be, and has proved, advisable, in the public interest, to have allowed Nederlander to submit its offer of proof but [because Nederlander's estimate of the situation is based on hypothesized violations in the future] I find the present state of the record to be adequate and complete and that no further proceedings are required.

The third-party complainant alleged in its affidavit that the proposed theater purchases, legitimate under the settlement put forward by the government, would probably foreclose competing theater exhibitors' opportunities, an allegation of the type that should have required response
from the government on that substantive issue. Resource-allocation arguments, if justifyingly presented, might be dispositive in such a case, but they can hardly be so until the court has at least considered the legitimacy of the putative intervenor’s objection and the distance between its proposed result and that of the proposed decree. In order to fulfill such a function, a court may well have to receive such information as rudimentary market description and classification data—perhaps through written documentation and counterdocumentation. The point is that the process can be informal and flexible, but serious consideration must be given to the specific objections.

I do not wish to minimize the braking effect that more generous initial fact-finding procedures may have on the disposition of governmental antitrust actions. Efficiency of disposition is disfunctionally linked with reasonable openness toward third-party intervention and participation. While a small, incremental change in a proposed decree may require only minimally greater resource expenditure, and may be acceptable to a defendant within the same interest-analysis framework that led to its decision to settle with the government in the first place, a major expansion of a decree may not only be expensive in terms of agency time and effort in making the changes, but may scuttle the chance of consensual settlement itself. Yet there is little correlation between importance of the antitrust case and the ease of its resolution along this axis. A consent decree terminating an antimerger challenge by allowing the defendant to keep some of the merged entities, for example, might not survive objection by a third party, yet to reject the third-party participation on that ground is to vitiate the whole concept of public participation in discretionary decisional processes. The dilemma cannot be resolved except in the sense that courts ought to strike balances in this field generous to serious allegations, and permitting at least initial proof-procedures; the large decision to allow the unfolding of a full-blown fact-finding and law-arguing process can then be made through stage-by-stage decisions as they may become necessary. That the fear of the delay that might result from this accommodation justifies care in defining abuse of discretion goes without saying; but that fear is a factor in the balance of the judgment, not a preliminary ground for turning away justified challenges.

124. More common and less time-consuming, but also less satisfactory, is the practice of allowing variously denominated third parties (amicus curiae, putative intervenors, objectors, etc.) to participate in a general and free-wheeling oral argument at which issues of standing and substantive grounds of objection are mixed together. See, e.g., United States v. Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc., 315 F. Supp. 1301 (W.D. Pa. 1970) (although in this case the court as a result of the hearing was able to identify calendar for fuller discussion several issues left untouched by the original parties, if done to satisfy a vague feeling that a “hearing” be given by the district court to all invitees and trespassers, then at least formal offers of proof, hearing briefs, and the like should be permitted and responses to them required).
The formal requisites of discretionary intervention set forth in Rule 24\textsuperscript{125} are not inconsistent with this approach once we recognize that to some extent both the lawsuit and the intervention thrust in consent decree litigation are outside the ordinary frame of reference postulated by the structure of Rule 24. Certainly the twin grounds governing discretionary intervention under the rule, adequacy of representation and undue delay, are not at issue here as they are in the normal case. Representation is a central issue, but inadequacy of representation is subsumed within the charge of abuse of discretion inferred by the intervenor from the alleged disparity between the proper relief and that contained in the proposed decree. Delay in the disposition of the litigation is also involved, but again not in the traditional sense. The amount of delay involved in undertaking efforts, eventually either successful or abandoned, to improve the terms of the proposed decree ought to be acceptable. The more important delay is that involved when the court is moved to accept the intervenor’s charges, reject the decree, and force the Department to consider full litigation of the original complaint. Such delay, however, is not grounds for rejection of intervention under the rule; rather, it is the price which the court must find acceptable before the intervenor can be successful on the merits.

Another factor distinguishes antitrust from other litigation and justifies this emphasis on openness and flexibility in the treatment of would-be intervenors. Usually intervention is accepted because in the opinion of the tribunal the intervenor’s pursuit of his personal interest is compatible with—or at least is not detrimental to—the resolution of the dispute as originally framed by the parties; the assistance of the intervening party to the tribunal in achieving a proper resolution of the matter is a secondary and unnecessary benefit. In the intervention model I have sketched for antitrust litigation, however, the aims of the intervening party are secondary and not themselves a reason for permitting intervention. The primary purpose and justification of intervention in this field is the public benefit: the improvement of antitrust enforcement achieved by forcing the proposed consent decree through the screen of adversary argument.\textsuperscript{126} Special efforts to accommodate public participation, even in this nontraditional field of administrative law, are therefore warranted.

**Conclusion**

Enforcement of the antitrust laws has become an administrative

\textsuperscript{125} Fed. R. Civ. P. 24.

\textsuperscript{126} Compare the implied tort doctrine, with its increasing concern for use of the private action to assist in the implementation of certain public policies. See, e.g., Baird v. Franklin, 141 F.2d 238, 245 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 323 U.S. 737 (1944); Astor v. Texas Gulf Sulphur Co., 306 F. Supp. 1333, 1340 (S.D.N.Y. 1969).
function, and as such should be subject to those participation and review processes which are used in analogous agency situations. An appropriate though rudimentary sketch of an appropriate participation process has been attempted in this Article; as is the case with any such model the specifics are only preliminary suggestions that should be subjected to debate and refinement. The underlying theme, however, ought by now to be accepted: the argument that the agency's function will be inhibited and rendered less efficient by control is no more acceptable in the context of antitrust enforcement than it is in any other administrative context. We do not accept the argument as an a priori justification for avoidance of public scrutiny when television licenses are issued, when subsidies are administered, when truck routes are issued or withdrawn, or when roads are permitted or forbidden to run through national forests; we should not accept the assertion here either.